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Foreword 

Arabic translations of the Bible exemplify the complexities of translation as a lin-
guistic operation, and they also illustrate the intricate aspects of their embedded-
ness in particular cultural and social settings. Translation is informed by premises, 
facilities and intellectual frameworks, and it results from policies determined by 
historical contexts. More generally, translations contribute to the appropriation of 
the foreign and are thus part of a continuous process of modification and repro-
duction, which keeps cultures alive.  

From the outset, Arabic translations of the Bible may be regarded as a classic 
topic of Oriental Studies concerned with text, its linguistic features and its his-
tory, but they are also pertinent to the broadening of horizons which characterise 
the discipline today. Whatever Oriental Studies may signify today, or whatever 
they used to signify, it is quite obvious that Arabic Studies, Islamic Studies, the 
history of the Middle East, the study of Christianity in the Middle East and other 
region-specific research areas are currently re-engaging in debates and inquiries of 
more general significance. After a period characterised by rather reclusive speciali-
sation, our study fields are prepared to engage with and – possibly – to contribute 
to the body of notions, concepts, ideas and methods which are constantly pro-
duced in the humanities and social sciences. This development corresponds with 
the social and intellectual experience of the last decades, at least, as it reflects the 
interrelatedness of phenomena across cultural boundaries, past and present, and 
instigates growing interest in common structures and features, as well as in the 
similarities which interconnect them.  

Our interest in Arabic translations of the Bible is therefore related to the 
broader perspective of translation.  

Translation is the “representation of foreign cultures”, as the title of a study by 
Doris Bachmann-Medick suggests.1 In this vein, translation is a major issue for 
every student of foreign cultures in practice and theory, since “translation” com-
prises both the practice of and the discourse about processes produced and struc-
tured by cultural encounters. When the Bible and associated religious texts are 
adapted to new linguistic and cultural contexts via translation, the linguistic in-
terpretation must be understood as a component of a broader concept of transla-
tion processes which are especially effective in cross-cultural interaction. 

The translation of the Bible into Arabic combines interreligious, intercultural 
and historical aspects. Translating the Bible is related to multi-confessional and 
multilingual backgrounds which were – and are – particularly present in Lebanon. 
The translation of the Bible, again, seems to be part of a broader encounter be-

                                                                                          
1  Bachmann-Medick, Doris, ed., Übersetzung als Repräsentation fremder Kulturen, Berlin: Schmidt 

1997. 
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tween Western and Eastern cultural products which accelerated from the 19th cen-
tury onwards. The translation here implied agents from various cultures being en-
gaged in cross-cultural transfers.  

The conference held in December 2008 explored this fascinating process and 
its history, premises and achievements. 

It is well known that translation cannot produce absolute semantic equiva-
lence. As a consequence, translation may be seen as representing varying degrees 
of paraphrase2, because the meaning of words and texts depends largely on the 
corresponding cultures. The intrinsic syntactic, semantic and pragmatic differ-
ences between languages thus necessarily lead to cases of non-equivalence and 
untranslatability. Translating means in practice, therefore, being shackled by limi-
tations and being obliged to interpret. In terms of cross-cultural relationships, the 
variation among languages entails non-equivalence which may be a source of 
misunderstandings among the target-language audience.  

Interpretation or decisions and strategies applied in approaching the source text 
are all the more important, as the source text contains not only linguistic but also 
rhetorical features. These embrace each other, producing the cohesiveness of tex-
ture. How difficult, even impossible, it is to transport the specific texture of the 
source text to the target language is an experience which most of us probably 
share. Therefore, translation assumes varying degrees of mutual intelligibility, as 
well as cases of untranslatability. As a consequence, translation neither consists of, 
nor results in plain reproduction. It is a creative activity which implies many deci-
sions on the part of the translator, such as, for instance, selection and omission.  

Footnotes are one of the many tools used to bridge the gap between complex 
and inaccessible source texts and the target language. The German translation of 
the Quran by Rudi Paret, to give but one example, is meant to be read in the light 
of the footnotes given in a separate volume. 

Another school of translation would refuse the employment of such a remedy, 
as the evidence of the interpretative character of translation approaching but not 
entirely transporting the source text to the target language is seen as a disturbance 
to the natural reading flow. Instead, it is preferred to offer a cohesive interpreta-
tion, sound and consistent in itself, which makes a reading similar to the reading 
of the source text in its original cultural environment. 

This kind of interpretative reproduction which makes a text migrate to a new 
cultural environment and – if successful – ensures its survival is the interesting 
linguistic paradigm of a process of change brought about by migrating ideas, 
models and artefacts which may all be included in an enlarged concept of ‘text’. 
In this sense, translation, which produces a modification of texts, is similarly ap-
plied in the cross-cultural migration of beliefs, ideas, societal models, etc.  

                                                                                          
2  Nida, Eugene A. and Taber, Charles R.: The Theory and Practice of Translation, Leiden: Brill 

2003 (4th ed.). 
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The relationship between author and translator, and between original and 
translation, is situated in specific social and political frameworks, such as mission 
in the case of religious texts, or colonialism and the confrontation with the West-
ern models of modernity in philosophy and literature. There is an intrinsic rela-
tionship between translation and power,3 and translations express, more or less 
obviously, cultural policies. Translations may therefore be effective in processes of 
political and social transformation.  

Seen from this viewpoint, translation is more than a vehicle for the diffusion of 
knowledge. It is a means of creating modes of expression, ideas and concepts on 
the ground of a mediating process, which starts off from the notion, and the ex-
perience, of difference and moves towards the production of similarities. 

This overarching broad concept of translation offered a motivational support 
and a general framework for our proposal to revisit Arabic translations of the Bi-
ble in their various linguistic and cultural contexts. 

This volume and the conference at the Orient-Institut Beirut in December 
2008 owe a lot to Sara Binay without whose dedication and persistence the con-
ference, and the collection and editing of the contributions would not have been 
possible.  

Stefan Leder 

                                                                                          
3  Tymoczko, Maria, and Gentzler, Edwin, eds., Translation and Power, Amherst, Mass. 2002. 





Introduction 

Sara Binay 

The first section of this introduction is intended to trace the development of Ara-
bic Bible translations, so far as they are known to us and have already been de-
scribed in the research literature. This brief account makes no claim to be exhaus-
tive but should give a sketch of the literary history of Bible translation which con-
stitutes the background to the conference “Linguistic and Cultural Aspects of 
Translation – The Arabic Bible”, held in Beirut in December 2008. Some general 
conclusions arising from the discussions and talks are then presented, particularly 
with regard to the term “translation”, which Stefan Leder has already discussed in 
his foreword. In the final section, the arrangement of the articles is given and 
their contents are briefly presented. 

The beginnings of the translation of biblical books into Arabic remain histori-
cally obscure. The possibility of pre-Islamic translations of the Bible into Arabic is 
the subject of ongoing discussion.1 The fact is that at St Catherine of Sinai we 
have some very ancient Arabic Gospel manuscripts translated from the original 
Greek text which date back to the end of the 8th century AD.2 

Later on, one can find fragments of Arabic biblical texts which show the im-
portance of translations over time, and the demands for and uses of Arabic texts 
for different purposes, e.g. liturgical, polemical and apologetic.3 

There is considerable evicence for Gospel translations from the Old Syriac into 
Arabic.4 Throughout history, several individual scholars have commented on and 

                                                                                          
1  Most recently: Qāshā, Suhayl, “al-Kitāb al-Muqaddas wa-l-lugha al-ʿarabiyya”, in: Tarjamāt 

al-Kitāb al-Muqaddas fī l-Sharq. Buḥūth bībliyya muhadāt ilā Lūsyān ʿAqqād, Ayyūb Shahwān, 
ed., Bayrūt: al-Rābiṭa al-Kitābiyya 2006 (Dirāsāt bībliyya 30), 79‒96; Shahid, Irfan, Rome 
and the Arabs: A Prolegomenon to the Study of Byzantium and the Arabs, Washington (DC): 
Dumbarton Oaks 1984. Badr, Habib, chief ed., Christianity: A History in the Middle East, 
Beirut: Middle East Council of Churches 2005. See also Paul Féghali’s article in this vol-
ume. 

2  Kachouh, Hikmat, The Arabic Version of the Gospel: the manuscripts and their families, 3 Vols., 
Birmingham: University of Birmingham, 2008; idem, “The Arabic Versions of the Gospels: 
A Case Study of John 1.1 and 1.18”, in: The Bible in Arab Christianity, David Thomas, ed., 
(The History of Christian‒Muslim Relations, 6) Leiden/Boston 2007, 9–36; idem, “Sinai 
Ar.N.F. Parchment 8 and 28: Its Contribution to Textual Criticism of the Gospel of Luke”, 
Novum Testamentum 50 (2008), 28‒57. Hikment Kachouh participated in the Beirut confer-
ence and we would like to express our gratitude for his fruitful contribution. 

3  Thomas, David, ed., The Bible in Arab Christianity, Leiden/Boston: Brill 2007, here: Arba-
che, Samir, “Bible et liturgie chez les Arabes chrétiens (VIe-IXe siècle)”, 37‒48. 

4  Vööbus, Arthur, Early versions of the New Testament. Manuscript Studies, Stockholm 1954, 
276ff; Khalīl, Samīr, et al., eds., Anājīl ʿAbd-Yashūʿ al-Ṣūbāwī al-musajjaʿah, 2 vols., Bairūt: 
al-Maktabah al-Bulūsīyah 2007; Brock, Sebastian, The Bible in the Syriac tradition, Piscata-
way, N.Y.: Gorgias Press 2006. 
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translated biblical texts.5 Concerning the Old Testament, one finds a milestone in 
Saadiah Gaon’s Arabic Pentateuch, the first five books of the Old Testament, 
from the 10th century. Saadiah, a famous Jewish scholar from Egypt, was known 
to Ibn al-Nadīm under the Arabic name Saʿīd b. Yūsuf al-Fayyūmī. The text he 
produced was primarily intended for the Arabic-speaking Jewish congregations 
and was written in Hebrew letters. Nevertheless, it was in use among the Copts of 
Egypt as well. His text may be called a paraphrase rather than a translation of the 
original. As such, the translator has given his own original spirit to the Arabic 
text.6 

There are no physical remains of the 10th century translation of the Septuagint 
into Arabic by Isḥāq b. Ḥunayn, which is listed by al-Masʿūdī.7 The Septuagint 
comprises 72 books of the Old Testament in a Greek version for the use of the 
Jewish community in Egypt. 

A unique translation containing a study of the Gospels with detailed com-
ments on the terminology originated also in Egypt and was composed by the 13th 
century Copt Hibat Allāh b. al-ʿAssāl.8 

Walid Saleh shows in this volume, as he has published elsewhere, how a Mus-
lim author used the text of the Bible in his commentary on the Qurʾān.9  

It is not until the 16th century that one can find efforts to establish new transla-
tions of the whole Bible in the Eastern churches, as reported by Georg Graf in his 
History of Christian Arabic Literature.10 In general, translations of the Gospels and 
of the other biblical texts were produced as the need arose. The effort to produce 
complete Bibles containing the Old and New Testaments can be judged as novel 
and, to my knowledge, has unfortunately not been set in the context of develop-
ments in the period’s intellectual history. So, in order not to stray into the purely 
speculative, we must leave open the question of where this trend came from. 

                                                                                          
5  Listed as “Al-Kitāb al-Muqaddas fī l-lugha al-ʿarabiyya. At-tarjamāt al-qadīma”, in: Tarjamāt 

al-Kitāb al-Muqaddas fī l-Sharq, Ayyūb Shahwān, ed., Bayrūt: al-Rābiṭa al-Kitābiyya 2006, 
317ff. 

6  See Graf, Georg, Geschichte der arabisch christlichen Literatur, Rom: Bibliotheca Apostolica Va-
ticana 1944, vol. 1, 101. 

7  Al-Masʿūdī, Kitāb at-tanbīh wal-ishrāf, M.J. de Goeje, ed., Lugduni Batavorum 1894 (Biblio-
theca geographorum arabicorum VIII), 112 (quoted in Graf I, 89). 

8  Bailey, Kenneth E., “Hibat Allah Ibn al-ʿĀssāl (sic!) and His Arabic Thirteenth Century 
Critical Edition of the Gospels (with special attention to Luke 16:16 and 17:10)”, Theologi-
cal Review (NEST), I,1 (1978), 11‒26; Abullif, Wadi, “La Traduction des Quatre Evangiles 
d’al-Asʿad Ibn al-ʿAssāl (XIIIe Siècle)”, Studia Orientalia Christiana 24 (1991), 216–24; idem, 
“al-Asʿad Ibn al-ʿAssāl, Introduzioni alla Traduzione dei Quattro Vangeli”, Studia Orientalia 
Christiana 33 (2000), 227‒249. 

9  Saleh, Walid A., “A Fifteenth-Century Muslim Hebraist: Al-Biqāʿī and His Defense of Us-
ing the Bible to Interpret the Qurʾān,” Speculum 83 (2008), 629–654; idem, “Sublime in its 
Style, Exquisite in its Tenderness: The Hebrew Bible Quotations in al-Biqāʿī’s Qurʾān 
Commentary,” in: Adaptations and Innovations, Tzvi Langermann and Josef Stern, eds., 
Paris: Peeters 2007, 331–347. 

10  See Graf, I, 89ff. 
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We then enter the 17th century, which produced the first Arabic Bibles in print. 
Two of them are products of European scholarly linguistic interest and were pub-
lished as polyglots in Paris (1629‒45) and London (1657).11 In the polyglots the 
texts in their original languages were printed beside the Arabic version. 

Parallel to these achievements, it is clear that clerics of the Greek Orthodox 
Church in the East felt the need for a new or better translation of the Bible, and 
measures were taken to prepare the publication.12 

It took nearly four decades to complete work on the Bible for the Congrega-
tion for the Propagation of the Faith in Rome, for which the Latin text of the Vul-
gata was printed alongside the Arabic text (finished in 1671). Due to the involve-
ment of many scholars and different personalities from Europe and the Near East, 
the translated text is far from homogeneous.13 Nevertheless, it must be considered 
as a very influential edition until the advent of the 19th-century translations.14 

We now approach a period of very intensive Bible translation activity. The 
translation projects of the 19th century are closely associated with the foreign mis-
sionaries who came to the Near East in that period. 

One rarely-mentioned Bible translation is that by Fāris al-Shidyāq. It is as-
sumed that he worked on it, in cooperation with Samuel Lee, on the basis of the 
London Bible edition dating back to 1657.15 

Much more attention has been given to the translations initiated by the Protes-
tant missionaries (first parts printed in 1856, completed in 1865) and the Jesuits (3 
vols. 1876‒1880) of Beirut. Little has yet been said about the literary value of the 
Protestant and Jesuit editions. In general, the translation effected by the Western 
Protestants and their Arab colleagues was well received. Supposedly, they tried to 
imitate the literary style of the original texts.16 This caused deficiencies which ad-
versely affected the literary quality of the translation. In spite of this, the influ-
ence of their translation cannot be exaggerated, because the Orthodox Churches, 
including the Copts of Egypt, adopted this version. 

Some years after the Protestants, the Jesuits published their edition of the Bible 
in fuṣḥā-Arabic, translated by Ibrāhīm al-Yāzijī.17 He kept away from contempo-

                                                                                          
11  Ibid., 93f. 
12  The contributions of Carsten Walbiner and Hilary Kilpatrick to this volume focus on this 

topic. 
13  Thompson, John Alexander, The Major Arabic Bibles, New York: American Bible Society 

1956, 16ff. 
14  See Paul Féghali’s article in this volume. 
15  Kahle, Paul, Die arabischen Bibelübersetzungen, Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs 1904, V. See al-

Baghdadi, Nadia, “The Cultural Function of Fiction: From the Bible to Libertine Litera-
ture. Historical Criticism and Social Critique in Aḥmad Fāris al-Šidyāq”, in: Arabica 46 
(1999), 375‒401, here 382f. (We are grateful to Professor al-Baghdadi for her participation 
in the Beirut conference.) 

16  For some evaluations of the literary style, see Thompson, The Major Arabic Bibles, 25ff. 
17  The procedure was desribed in Khūrī, Sāmī al-, “Al-Shaykh Ibrāhīm al-Yāzijī wa-l-maţbaʿa 

al-kāthūlīkiyyah, baina 1872 wa 1881”, Al-Mashriq 65 (1991), 127ff. 
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rary uses of the Arabic language in the Middle East, trying to reinstall classical 
ideals. Some reports suggest that he created a translation which is not easy to un-
derstand even for people who are well versed in Arabic.18 Nonetheless, this trans-
lation has been used by the Maronite Church of Lebanon until today.  

These translations – the Catholic and the Protestant – are the most influential 
of the 19th century. A cursory comparison of the works shows that the Jesuit trans-
lation should not be considered a new one, but rather a revised version of the text 
edited by the Protestants. Another explanation for the similarity of these versions 
could be that the translation teams based their work on the same sources.19 In any 
case, both versions are very similar to each other compared with the new transla-
tions from the 20th century. The differences between the Protestant and Jesuit ver-
sions lay in the use of different lexemes which might have certain theological 
connotations. At the same time, the syntactical structures are identical. In 1997, a 
study by Tharwat Kades appeared containing a comparison between selected text 
passages from the Smith‒Van Dyck version and from the Jesuit translation as well 
as from its first revised edition.20 

The translation by the Dominicans of Mosul, which appeared between 1875 
and 1878 in four volumes, should not be forgotten. It may have been of impor-
tance for the region of Iraq, but it has been eclipsed by the success of the above-
mentioned Beirut translations. The Mosul translation was created by the later 
Catholic bishop of Damascus, Yūsuf Dāwūd. It may be considered a revision of 
the Roman Propaganda Bible, and is based mainly on the Vulgate.21 This is why it 
could not compete with the modern translation methods of the Beirut editions. 

One of the most interesting Bible translation projects of the 20th century is al-
mutarjama al-mushtaraka, initiated by the International Bible Society and the Jesuit Fr 
Sami Khoury, chief editor of the journal Al-Mashriq. Intellectuals and poets, such 
as Yūsuf al-Khāl,22 and scholars of different Protestant and Orthodox denomina-
tions, as well as members of the Maronite Church, joined this project. 

Because al-mutarjama al-mushtaraka has not been officially recognised by the 
Roman Church, it cannot be termed “ecumenical” (maskūnī). The New Testament 
was published in 1979. The complete edition did not appear until 1993. 

                                                                                          
18  On the literary value of the Jesuits’ Bible , see Thompson, The Major Arabic Bibles, 30. 
19  This remark is quite speculative as long as we have no detailed study of translators’ modus 

operandi. Binay in her article mentions the sources used by the Protestants. The paper “Did 
Van Dyck use the Orthodox Liturgical Biblical Readings for his Arabic Translation of the 
Bible?”, given by Nicolas Abou Mrad during the Beirut conference but not yet published, 
shed some light on this topic. 

20  Kades, Tharwat, Die arabischen Bibelübersetzungen im 19. Jahrhundert, Frankfurt/M. u.a.: Lang, 
1997. 

21  Graf, Geschichte der arabisch christlichen Literatur, I, 99f. 
22  Hedi Ayadi’s article in this volume investigates the biblical citations within the poetry of 

Yūsuf al-Khāl. 
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The efforts made by translators of the Bible, who came from different back-
grounds, are not confined to the above-mentioned famous translations. Other 
projects are worthy of mention although they are relatively unknown to the wider 
public. These include the so-called Būlusiyyah translation of the New Testament 
in 1953 and Kaslīk’s New Testament translation from 1992, as well as Tarjamat al-
Kitāb al-Sharīf, published between 1990 (New Testament) and 2000 (Old Testa-
ment), especially intended for use in North African countries.23 

Editing or Translating? 

The conference “Linguistic and Cultural Aspects of Bible Translation – The Ara-
bic Bible” had as its central theme Bible translations of the 18th and 19th centu-
ries. It was a happy circumstance that contributions focusing on considerably ear-
lier periods led to a broadening of the perspective. Connections between the 
various contributions even led to the realisation that the meaning of an entirely 
“new epoch” of Bible translations since the 19th century must be brought into 
doubt or at least newly defined.24 The quest to create a uniform and complete 
edition of the Arabic Bible was probably a modern endeavor which finds a prede-
cessor in the Roman Propaganda Fide edition which also displayed this ambition. 
What must, however, be noted in relation to the editions in question which date 
back further than the 21st century is the texts’ close interdependence. Unfortu-
nately, we cannot always tell with certainty which older versions were used as a 
template by those preparing a particular compilation.  

It has, however, been shown that the so-called “new translations” were in fact 
in each case based on the older editions, which they naturally sought to improve 
upon in accordance with the prevailing level of knowledge and theological orien-
tation. This approach seems to apply to the American Mission’s and the Jesuits’ 
influential Beirut translations, described in the literature up to now as a new be-
ginning. The echoing of the old manuscripts speaks of a meticulous choice on the 
part of the translators in each case, who appear to have been well versed in the 
Bible in the true sense of the phrase and to have mastered their tradition.  

Only the 20th-century translations, e.g. the mushtaraka edition, which was worked  
on by the poet Yūsuf al-Khāl among others, break with this tradition and deliver 
entirely new texts, translated or rather composed by linguists and people from a 
literary background who were fully aware of their own creative potential. 

                                                                                          
23  Referred to as “Injīl al-sharīf” in Tarjamāt al-Kitāb al-Muqaddas fī l-Sharq, Ayyūb Shahwān, 

ed., 321. 
24  So a list of “the modern translations” (at-tarjamāt al-ḥadītha) in ibid., 319, begins with Fāris 

al-Shidyāq’s translation, first published in London in 1857. This is followed by the 1865 
Beirut edition of the complete Bible by the American missionaries and their Lebanese 
translators. 
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A further important result was that during the conference an uncertainty arose 
regarding the term “translation”. Let us begin with the fact that one of the earliest 
works, that of Saadiah Gaon, was called tafsīr. Thus it was made clear on the one 
hand that the term tafsīr is by no means to be found only in the “usual” Islamic 
milieu. It became clear, moreover, that here we are not yet dealing with the 
awareness of a “translation”, but rather of an “exegesis”. This medieval view is 
compatable with modern translation studies, which have for some years stressed 
that there can be no “neutral” translation but rather that the translator’s individ-
ual and cultural cast of mind always have an influence.25 

The translations, mutarjamāt, from the following centuries resemble rather new 
editions which were based closely on the existing text and only introduced im-
provements. This applies even to the full translations of the Bible from Beirut, 
which were generally held to be original new translations. The “Protestant” or, 
more precisely the Smith‒Van Dyck‒al-Bustānī‒al-Yāzijī translation was based on 
existing manuscripts (which can be traced back to the Alexandrine Vulgate). 

About the contributions 

As personalities and manuscripts appear repeatedly in this volume, we chose to 
create a general bibliography with an Arabic and an English section. 

Due to considerations of content and methodology, the contributions are di-
vided into the categories “textual history/history of texts” (تاريخ النص) and “studies 
on poetry” (الدراسات في الشعر).  

The historical section is opened by Ronny Vollandt, who deals with the manu-
script copies of the Paris polyglot Bible, which appeared from 1628, using Saadiah 
Gaon’s seminal 10th century translation of the Pentateuch as a basis for his ex-
amination. 

Paul Féghali traces in his article the origins of the Roman Propaganda Fide edi-
tion of the Bible. In this connection he names the Arabic Bible manuscripts 
which can be seen as the precursors or sources of the Roman edition, and deals 
with the standard of language in various manuscripts.  

Carsten Walbiner presents a picture of the Melkite intellectual environment for 
various translation projects in Syria in the 17th and 18th centuries. With regard to 
Meletius Karmah’s highly ambitious but unfinished project, which had been 
agreed with the Vatican, he points out that Karmah wanted to engage a multicon-
fessional team of translators. Hilary Kilpatrick likewise places Meletius Karmah at 
the centre of her contribution. She examines the linguistic colouring of his extant 
texts and in doing so uncovers influences in terms of dialect and style. 

                                                                                          
25  See Stefan Leder’s foreword to this volume and Trivedi, Harish, “Translating Culture ver-

sus Cultural Translation”, in: 91st Meridian, vol. 4, no. 1, Univ. of Iowa 2005. 
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Ghassan Khalaf (غسان خلف) in his overview of the influences on Bible 
translations deals in particular with the period since 1850, which he regards as the 
“Modern epoch” (المرحلة الحديثة) of Bible translation. In contrast, Sara Binay in her 
contribution stresses the continuity between the older transmissions and the 
translations of the 19th century, a continuity assured in particular by the Arab 
contributors to the Protestant translation. How strongly dependent this new 
translation remains on older works was shown by Nicolas Abou Mrad’s talk at the 
conference.  

Issa Diab (عيسى دياب) offers a small concordance of biblical passages from the 
19th-century translations as well as of the Masoretic texts and the Septuagint. He 
outlines the differing theological views, mirrored in these texts, of 19th-century 
translators. 

In their contribution, Walid Saleh and Kevin Casey bring to us the perspective 
of a Muslim scholar’s interest in the text of the Bible. Al-Biqāʿī's astonishing fa-
miliarity with the Gospels which he used for his Quran commentary is shown in 
Walid Saleh and Kevin Casey’s concordance. 

The literary studies section addresses Arabic poetry, the language’s ultimate 
discipline. Here Hedi Ayadi (الهـادي العيّادي) devotes himself to an exciting search 
for poetic motifs in the work of Yūsuf al-Khāl, where he traces the “game with the 
sacred and its antithesis”. 

Adib Saab (أديب صعب) studies the significance of Arabic hymnal Protestant  
poetry in the broader context of contemporary Arabic literature. He demonstrates 
inter alia notable metrical similarities between the Arabic version of the Psalms in 
the 19th-century Protestant Bible translation, produced by, for example, Shaikh 
Asīr, and Protestant hymns. 

 





The Arabic Pentateuch of the Paris Polyglot: 
Saadiah Gaon’s advent to the republic of letters* 

Ronny Vollandt 

“As I perused the translation of the learned Rabbanite Saʿīd al-Fayyūmī, I satisfied my-
self on account of his style that he is the most preferable of all translators and most elo-
quent interpreter among the people of his confession.” 

These words are found in an anonymous preface to Saadiah’s Pentateuch transla-
tion preserved in MS. Paris BNF Ar. 1 (fol. 1v). It is generally recognised that this 
very manuscript served as the main basis for the edition of the Arabic portions of 
the Paris Polyglot. Despite this common knowledge, however, little is known about 
the manuscript itself, the particular text type it contains and how it made its way 
into one of the most prestigious printing projects of early modern Europe.  

The purpose of this paper is, therefore, multiple. I shall start by summarising 
our current knowledge of the emergence of Saadiah’s tafsīr. Next, I shall attempt 
to deal with its adaptation by the Coptic Church and present a brief description 
of the textual changes that occurred thus. Although MS. Paris BNF Ar. 1 clearly 
belongs to that branch of transmission, it exhibits – as will be shown – an inner-
Coptic attempt to re-establish the Judaeo-Arabic character of the tafsīr.  

This stage of transmission is – in my view – also crucial for understanding the 
early Arabic prints of the Bible, since these are based on existing medieval manu-
scripts and were produced in a transitional bookish culture that was not clearly 
demarcated from that of the earlier, chirographic era. Within the confines of the 
Pentateuch, three distinct – but nevertheless historically interwoven – printing 
projects belong to that early period of printing Arabic Bibles: Erpenius’ Penta-
teuchus Mosis Arabicè (1622); the Arabic portions of the Paris Polyglot (1628–45), 
which were reprinted in the London Polyglot (1653–57); and Biblia Sacra Arabica 
of the Congregatio de Propaganda Fide (1671–73).1 A new type only emerged with 
the translations by Aḥmad Fāris al-Shidyāq (Psalter 1850, NT 1851) and Eli Smith 
and Cornelius van Dyck (entire Bible, 1860–65). Being homogeneous, mono-
graphic texts produced in their entirety at one point of time, they were to a cer-
tain degree provoked by a strong disapproval of Arabic Bibles printed earlier.2  

                                                                                          

*  I thank the Syndics of Cambridge University Library for permission to publish images of 
T-S Ar. 28.144r (see Plate 1) and the Paris Polyglot (see Plates 4–5). 

1  In addition, one may add an earlier Judaeo-Arabic Pentateuch that had been printed by 
Eliezer Soncino in Istanbul in 1546. It features Saadiah Gaon’s version in Hebrew letters. 
It is, however, advisable to treat this print in a separate context.  

2  For example, Eli Smith’s statement on the Propaganda Fide edition: “Of the prophetical 
and poetical portions of the Old Testament much is either without force, in bad taste, or 
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The second part of this paper focuses on the transfer of MS. Paris BNF Ar. 1 to 
Rome with the French ambassador Savary de Brèves, who was involved in the ear-
liest plans for printing it. I shall present how there his attempts were gradually ab-
sorbed by the Paris Polyglot project, which eventually concentrated and put into 
effect all earlier printing aspirations. The Arabic text of the Paris Polyglot held a 
prominent place in the scholarship of Arabic versions of the Bible for some cen-
turies, which adds to the necessity of research regarding its development. In con-
trast to the Propaganda Fide edition, it had almost no impact on Eastern 
Churches. In Western contexts, however, it became known as the Arabic Bible.  

I am well aware that such discussion regarding a number of highly specialised 
fields makes exhaustiveness unachievable and imprecision inevitable. Still, I 
hope that this contribution will permit me to point out the problems that de-
serve further investigation.  

1 Saadiah’s life and translation enterprise  

Saadiah Gaon (882–942) − Saʿīd al-Fayyūmī, as he called himself in Arabic − 
was the pre-eminent scholar of Judaeo-Arabic culture of his time. His impact in-
cluded ground-breaking advances in scholarly fields which had barely received 
any systematic treatment prior to him, such as compendious halakhic writing, lit-
urgy, philosophy, grammar, exegesis and Bible translation. The main outlines of 
his life are well attested.3 He was born in Dilāṣ, in the Fayyūm district of Upper 
Egypt, in 882. Despite his prolific writing, very little is known about his family 
background and his intellectual development. In pursuit of knowledge, Saadiah 
left Egypt, apparently in his late twenties. He travelled throughout Bilād al-Shām, 
but it was in Palestine that he apparently spent most of the period between his 
departure and his later career in Babylonia. He resided in Tiberias, which was the 
cultural centre of Palestinian Jewry at that time.4 Concrete evidence of his so-
journ is furnished by the Muslim historian al-Masʿūdī, mentioning a certain Abū 
Kathīr Yaḥya al-Kātib as his teacher there.5 It is likely that Saadiah’s intimate ac-
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

absolutely unintelligible. The whole version is not in classical style. The structure of sen-
tences is awkward, the choice of words is not select, and the rules of grammar often trans-
gressed.” ABCFM Annual Reports 1844, 254, as quoted in Leavy, Margaret R., Eli Smith 
and the Arabic Bible, New Haven, CT: Yale Divinity School Library 1993, 15.  

3  Still useful is Malter, Henry, Saadia Gaon: His Life and Works, Philadelphia: The Jewish 
Publication Society of America 1921. More recently cf. Brody, Robert, The Geonim of Baby-
lonia and the Shaping of Medieval Jewish Culture, New Haven and London: Yale University 
Press 1998, 235–44; idem, Rav Se'adyah Gaon, Jerusalem: Merkaz zalman shazar le-toldot 
yisra'el 2006. 

4  Gil, Moshe, A History of Palestine, 634–1099, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 
1992, 175–85. 

5  De Goeje, M. J., ed., al-Masʿūdī: Kitāb at-tanbīh wa-l-ishrāf, Leiden: Bibliotheca Geographo-
rum Arabicorum 1894, 112–13. On the identification of Abū Kathīr Yaḥya al-Kātib see 
Polliack, Meira, The Karaite Tradition of Arabic Bible Translation: A Linguistic and Exegetical 
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quaintance with the Tiberian tradition of Hebrew grammar and pronunciation 
originated in Tiberian scholarly circles. 

Through his intervention in the great calendrical dispute with Ben Meir, son of 
the Palestinian Gaon in the years 921–23, Saadiah gained public recognition. This 
dispute was ignited by the disagreement of Palestinian and Babylonian scholars 
over the calculation of the New Year and Saadiah’s taking the Babylonian side 
prompted his appointment as Gaon of Sura in 928. As such, he was the generally 
recognised religious leader of the early medieval Jewish communities. 

About two years later, a bitter quarrel broke out between Saadiah and the Exi-
larch David ben Zakkai, his political counterpart, when the Gaon refused to con-
firm a judicial decision by the latter. He was declared to be removed from the 
post of Gaon and another scholar was installed in his stead. Saadiah, for his part, 
deposed David ben Zakkai from his post as Exilarch and replaced him with his 
brother Josiah. The Babylonian elite was divided in two armed camps. Even an at-
tempt to involve the Muslim authorities on his behalf did not resolve the crisis, 
which lasted for six or seven years. During that period Saadiah had to hide in ac-
tual fear of his life and composed – inter alia – his commentary to the Book of 
Creation, in Arabic Tafsīr kitāb al-mabādī6, his great philosophical work The Book of 
Beliefs and Opinions, Arab. Kitāb al-amānāt wa-l-iʿtiqādāt7, as well as the tafsīr, in se-
crecy. Reconciliation was finally effected and Saadiah was once again universally 
acknowledged as Gaon. He died in May 942. 

There can be no doubt that the Judaeo-Arabic Bible translation is one of the 
most influential texts produced by Saadiah.8 The tafsīr could soon be found eve-
rywhere throughout the communities in the Near East, North Africa and Muslim 
Spain, which attests to the fact that it acquired an authoritative, almost canonical, 
status among all Arabic-speaking Rabbanite communities. Concerning the num-
ber of books he rendered into Arabic, he most certainly did not translate the en- 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Study of Karaite Translations of the Pentateuch from the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries C.E., Etudes 
sur le Judaïsme Médiéval, Leiden and New York: E.J. Brill 1997, 12, no. 39. 

6  Lambert, Mayer, ed., Saadia ben Joseph: Commentaire sur le Séfer Yesira, ou Livre de la Création, 
Paris: É. Bouillon 1891. 

7  Qāfiḥ, Yosef, ed., Saadia ben Joseph: sefer ha-nivḥar ba-emunot va-de’ot, Kiryat Ono: Mekhon 
mishnat ha-rambam 1998; Altmann, Alexander, The Book of Doctrines and Beliefs (Philoso-
phia Judaica), Oxford: East and West Library 1946. 

8  Derenbourg, Joseph, Derenbourg, Hartwig, and Lambert, Mayer, eds., Saadia Ben Joseph: 
Œuvres Complètes de R. Saadia ben Iosef al-Fayyoûmî, Paris: E. Leroux 1893–1899. The edition 
is based on the Constantinople imprint of 1546, the Paris Polyglot and a late Yemenite 
MS., cf. Mieses, J., “Textkritische Bemerkungen zu R. Saadja Gaons Arabischer Pentat-
euchübersetzung”, Monatsschrift für die Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums 63 (1919), 
269–90. A new edition is currently being prepared under the auspices of Prof. E. Schloss-
berg, University of Bar-Ilan. It will be based on MS. St Petersburg RNL Yevr. II C 1. On 
that manuscript, see Blau, Joshua, “Saadya Gaon’s Pentateuch Translation in the Light of 
an Early-Eleventh-Century Egyptian Manuscript”, Leshonenu 61 (1998), 111–30. 
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tire Hebrew Bible. Saadiah produced a translation of the books of Isaiah, Psalms, 
Proverbs, Job, Lamentations, Esther, Daniel and the entire Pentateuch.9 Usually, 
the translation is found attached to a commentary. In the first group of books the 
translation unit consists of several verses followed by the commentary. The tex-
tual unit of the translation roughly equals that of the commentary in length. As 
for the Pentateuch, each biblical verse is followed by a lengthy commentary (the 
long tafsīr).10 This arrangement was directed to a scholarly audience and prevented 
the text from serving a broader, less scholarly public.  

In the preface of the short tafsīr he gives clear evidence that he was asked to 
separate the plain text of the Pentateuch (basīṭ naṣṣ al-tawrāh) into a separate book 
(fī kitāb mufrad), which would not contain long exegetical discussions.11 In re-
sponse to this popular demand, Saadiah disjoined the translation itself (the short 
tafsīr) from the commentary. As is so often the case, the creation of the shorter 
work caused the near extinction of the longer original: the commentary, in dis-
tinction to the wide diffusion of the translation, fell into oblivion and ceased be-
ing copied. Already in the Genizah corpus the proportion of fragments contain-
ing the commentary is comparably modest.  

2 Christian adaptations of the tafsīr and MS. Paris BNF Ar. 1 

By the very nature of Judaeo-Arabic, these manuscripts were copied in Hebrew 
script (see Plate 1). Although a small number of fragments of Saadiah’s tafsīr in 
Arabic letters and of Jewish provenance exist in the Genizah collections, the ma-
jority of manuscripts in that script were produced for use among Christians.12 
There is no clear evidence when exactly Saadiah’s tafsīr was transcribed into Ara-
bic script. Although the fragments from the Genizah are datable to the first half 

                                                                                          
9  A version of Ecclesiastes that was transmitted in Saadiah’s name among the Yemenites is in 

fact that of Ibn Ghayyāt. See Abramson, Shraga, “On Isaac Ibn Ghayyat's Commentary to 
Kohelet”, Kiryat Sefer 52 (1977), 156–72.  

10  Large parts of the first half of Genesis have been edited by Moses Zucker (Zucker, Moses, 
ed., Saadia ben Joseph: perushe rav Se’adyah Gaon li-ve-reshit, New York: Jewish Theological 
Seminary 1984). 

11  It should nevertheless be noted that there are meaningful differences between the separate 
translation and the one accompanied by a commentary. The differences result from didac-
tic, communal and ideological considerations, which had been explicit in the longer 
commentary but needed unambiguous emphasis in the short tafsīr. On this issue, see Ben 
Shammai, Haggai, “An ‘East Wind’ from the South”, in: Studies in the History of Eretz Israel 
Presented to Yehuda ben Porat, Yehoshua Ben-Arieh and Elchanan Reiner, eds., Jerusalem: Yad 
ben Zvi 2003, 288–307; Ben Shammai, Haggai, “Extra-Textual Considerations in Medieval 
Judaeo-Arabic Bible Translations: The Case of Saadya Gaon”, Materia Giudaica 8/1 (2003), 
53–66.  

12  On the Genizah fragments see Vollandt, Ronny, “Some Observations on Genizah Frag-
ments of Saadiah’s Tafsīr in Arabic Letters”, Ginzey Qedem: Genizah Research Annual 6 
(2009), 9–44. I hope to furnish a thorough discussion of the Christian adaptations of 
Saadiah’s tafsīr in the near future. 
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of the eleventh century, their scarce attestation does not allow any conclusive and 
univocal answer to that question. The earliest known dated Christian copy of the 
tafsīr – MS. Leiden Warner 377 – was copied in 1239–40 and would serve as a ter-
minus ante quem in that matter. In total, about two dozen manuscripts are extant 
today, which may be classified into three distinct branches of transmission: a Syr-
ian Orthodox branch (only for the Book of Genesis),13 a Coptic branch and an 
independent branch.14 For the purpose of this paper I shall limit myself to the 
Coptic branch.  

With regard to Arabic versions of the Bible, the Coptic tradition differs from 
the Syriac and Greek (Melkite) in many ways. The Copts began to translate the 
canonical Scriptures much later than the others, especially the Melkites. Until 
well into the twelfth century, the Copts seem to have used Arabic as a written 
language only very reluctantly and sparsely.15 Although it cannot be ruled out 
that partial translations of the Pentateuch – e.g. as part of lectionaries – were writ-
ten down earlier, manuscript evidence dates from the first half of the 13th century 
onwards. The first occurrence of an Arabic Pentateuch translation of Coptic 
provenance is in the form of a later addition on the outer margins of MS. Vatican 

                                                                                          
13  The group consists of MSS. Leiden Warn. 377, Copenhagen Royal Library Cod. Ar. LXXV, 

Florence BML or. 57 (olim 12) and Paris BNF Ar. 4. They have distinct approaches to-
wards revision of the Peshitta and employ numerous Syriacisms. MS. Leiden Warn. 377 
explicitly mentions the name of the scribe as al-mardhīnī al-yaʿqūbī and MS. Paris BNF Ar. 
4 features many marginal notes in Syriac. Their attribution to the Syrian Orthodox 
Church does not necessarily point to a Greater-Syrian provenance in geographic terms. We 
know that the Parisian and Florentine MSS. were acquired in Egypt, by J. M. Vansleb and 
Giovanni Battista Vecchietti respectively. They may likely have originated in the Syriac-
speaking monophysite communities of Egypt, cf. Den Heijer, Johannes, “Relations be-
tween Copts and Syrians in the Light of Recent Discoveries at dayr as-Suryān”, in: Coptic 
Studies on the Threshold of a New Millennium: Proceedings of the Seventh International Congress of 
Coptic Studies, Mat Immerzeel and Jacques Van Der Vliet, eds., Leuven: Uitgeverij Peeters 
en Dep. Oosterse Studies 2004, 924–38. 

14  As represented in MSS. Vatican Borg. Ar. 126 and Istanbul Topkapi 3522. Both are of a yet 
undetermined provenance, but clearly distinct from the Syrian and Coptic branches. I dis-
covered the latter at the CEDRAC during my stay in Beirut a few days after the confer-
ence and am indebted to N. Edelby for his kind assistance. It was copied in 1348. In con-
trast to the aforementioned branches, they are strictly speaking not adaptations, but rather 
exhibit an unchanged Arabic transliteration of the Judaeo-Arabic text.  

15  This is true for the monastic culture that monopolised manuscript production. The extra-
clerical lingual situation is less documented and therefore somewhat difficult to assess. 
Even so, it appears that the conservative attitude was restricted to the monasteries. Cf. Pa-
paconstantinou, A., “‘They Shall Speak the Arabic Language and Take Pride in It’: Recon-
sidering the Fate of Coptic after the Arab Conquest”, Le Muséon 120 (2007), 273–99; Rich-
ter, T. S., “O. Crum Ad. 15 and the Emergence of Arabic Words in Coptic Legal Docu-
ments”, in: Papyrology and the History of Early Islamic Egypt, Petra Sijpesteijn and Lennart 
Sundelin, eds., Leiden and Boston: Brill 2004; Rubenson, Samuel, “Translating the Tradi-
tion: Some Remarks on the Arabisation of the Patristic Heritage in Egypt”, Medieval En-
counters 2/1 (1996), 4–14; Zaborowski, J. R., “From Coptic to Arabic in Medieval Egypt”, 
Medieval Encounters 14 (2008), 15–40. 
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Copt. 1.16 The marginal text appears to be a faithful translation of the Bohairic 
version exhibited in the older part of the codex. At a second stage, the transla-
tions were featured in bilingual manuscripts that were from the outset designed to 
contain both languages.17 On their side, however, Saadiah’s translation is found 
in a large number of manuscripts. The earliest dated among them is MS. Florence 
BML or. 112 (olim 21), copied 1245/46.18 It is worth noting that it exceeds the 
number of bilingual codices by far. In fact, the ratio is almost 2:1.  

The integration of Saadiah’s tafsīr into the Coptic Church, however, entailed a 
fairly significant revision which allows us to speak of a distinct Coptic adaptation. 
On the whole, the manuscripts exhibit an attempt to bridge the textual “deficien-
cies” resulting from the transition into a new cultural context, which concurred 
with that from one scriptural reference point (i.e. the Hebrew Scriptures) to an-
other (i.e. the Coptic Bible). One detects a tendency to restore literalism: on the 
one hand, Saadiah’s interpretative additions were removed and, on the other, 
omissions of repetitions were reinstated in accordance with the biblical source 
text. As we know, both features occur amply in the Saadianic text. In addition, 
syntax, word order and number of nouns were brought into line with the Coptic 
text. Albeit only in very particular cases, the manuscripts exhibit an interpolation 
with Karaite versions as well.19  

                                                                                          
16  Rhode, Joseph Francis, The Arabic Versions of the Pentateuch in the Church of Egypt: A Study 

from Eighteen Arabic and Copto-Arabic MSS. (IX–XVII Century) in the National Library at 
Paris, the Vatican and Bodleian Libraries and the British Museum, Leipzig: W. Drugulin 1921, 
36–42. The first dated Copto-Arabic bilingual in a similar fashion is MS. Coptic Patriar-
chate Bibl. 123 (dated 1215), cf. Takla, Hany N., “Copto (Bohairic)-Arabic Manuscripts: 
Their Role in the Tradition of the Coptic Church”, in: Coptic Studies on the Threshold of a 
New Millennium: Proceedings of the Seventh International Congress of Coptic Studies, Mat Im-
merzeel and Jacques Van Der Vliet, eds., Leuven: Uitgeverij Peeters en Dep. Oosterse Stud-
ies 2004, 639–46. That dating may give a tentative indication of the date of the Arabic 
portion of MS. Vatican Copt. 1.  

17  See Rhode (1921) for a list. MSS. Coptic Patriarchate Bibl. 1–5 are to be added.  
18  MSS. Florence BML or. 112 (olim 21); Wolfenbüttel Gudianus Graecus 33; Vatican Ar. 2; 

Birmingham Mingana Christ. Ar. 7; Coptic Patriarchate Bibl. 18, 19, 22, 24, 25, 30, 31, 38, 
51; Cairo Coptic Museum Theol. 193; Vienna Cod. Mixt. 664; London BL Harl. 5475. 
These manuscripts, especially the copies from Florence and the Vatican, have long been 
known to scholars. The former was discussed in Adler, J. G. C., Kurze Übersicht seiner Bi-
blisch-Kritischen Reise, Altona 1783–4, 67; Bacher, Wilhelm, “Il Manoscritto Fiorentino della 
Traduzione del Pentateucho di Saadja”, Rivista Israelitica 2 (1905), 45–49; Chiesa, Bruno, 
“Un Testimone della Traduzione Araba del Pentateucho di Saadia”, in: Manoscritti, Fram-
menti e Libri Ebraici nell’Italia dei Secoli XV–XVI, G. Tamani and A. Vivian, eds., Rome: Ca-
rucci 1991. Portions were published in Kahle, Paul, Die Arabischen Bibelübersetzungen: Texte 
mit Glossar und Literaturübersicht, Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs 1904. Specimens of the latter are 
found in Rhode (1924), 36*–49*. 

19  See Polliack (1997). A fine example is the imitative use of Arab. adamah to translate Heb. 
ʿaḏāmāh “ground, earth” in all the manuscripts. This rendering is alien to Saadiah, who 
commonly uses al-arḍ. Unlike him, Karaite exegetes such as Yefet ben ʿElī and Yeshʿuah 
ben Yehūdah agree on adamah as the preferable Arabic equivalent. Also David al-Fāsī 
(tenth century), the great Karaite lexicographer, records adamah. The employment of such 
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Interesting evidence of an inner-Coptic attempt to return to the Judaeo-Arabic 
character of Saadiah’s tafsīr is found in Manuscript MS. Paris BNF Ar. 1 (see Plate 
2).20 It was copied in 1584–85 by four distinct copyists and contains the entire 
Old Testament according to the Coptic canon, except for the Book of Ruth.21 It 
features many prominent Arabic versions: the Pentateuch of Saadiah (fols. 3v–
83v), the Psalter of Abū al-Fatḥ ʿAbdallāh Ibn Faḍl of Antioch (232v–267r)22 and 
the Prophets of al-Aʿlam of Alexandria (fols. 268r–387v).23 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

a Hebraised form is not attested in Saadiah’s translation works at all and suggests the in-
volvement of a third party. A similar example is the rendition of hak-kǝrūḇīm, “cherubim”, 
in Gen. 3:24. Saadiah uses malāʾikah, whereas the manuscripts exhibit al-karūbīm, identical 
to Yesh’uah ben Yehudah’s version. Such a pursuit of imitative affinity to the Hebrew 
source text is surprising, but nevertheless plays a functional role in adapting the text to a 
new context, since the Coptic Pentateuch features a Hebraised form, following the Greek 
χερουβιμ, cf. Peters, Melvin K. H., A Critical Edition of the Coptic (Bohairic) Pentateuch (Sep-
tuagint and Cognate Studies Series, 15), Chico: Scholars Press 1983, 10. Similarly, a re-
placement of Saadianic lexical features in favour of Karaite lexicon can be observed, e.g. li-
l-irshād, “to guide”, for li-l-ʿaql, “for the intellect” (Saadiah for Heb. lǝhaskīl, “to make one 
wise”) in Gen. 3:6. Also this reading is found in Karaite versions and seemed more suitable 
to reflect the Coptic; idem, 9.  

20  One of them, a Muslim copyist named ʿAbd Rabbih b. Muḥammad b. Ahmad b. ʿAbd ar-
Raḥmān ash-Shaʿarānī, mentioned his name on fol. 387r. Another, Faḍlallāh b. Tādrus, 
wrote a colophon at the end of the Book of Proverbs, fol. 404v. The manuscript belongs 
with a highly interesting set of additional copies, which apparently originated from the 
same scriptorium. Another copy, apparently made the following year, is preserved in MS. 
Coptic Patriarchate Bibl. 32, as first mentioned by Samir Khalil Samir in “Trois Versions 
Arabes du Livre des Juges. Réflexions Critiques sur un Livre Récent”, Oriens Christianus 65 
(1981), 87–101. In contrast to the Parisian manuscript, it contains the Book of Ruth, but 
dispenses with all Sapiential Books and Major Prophets, except Isaiah and Jeremiah. The 
observed difference suggests that the choice of books was to a certain degree conditioned 
by the wishes of commissioners and compiled from different sources. The group consists 
of MSS. London BL Or. 1326, Vatican Ar. 445, Paris BNF Ar. 25, Coptic Patriarchate Bibl. 
79 and Coptic Patriarchate Bibl. 80; a specimen of the last MS. is found in Simaika, Mar-
cus, Catalogue of the Coptic and Arabic Manuscripts in the Coptic Museum, the Patriarchate, the 
Principal Churches of Cairo and Alexandria and the Monasteries of Egypt, Cairo: Government 
Press 1939, Vol. II, plate XXIV. See also my forthcoming “From the working desks of a 
Coptic-Muslim workshop: MS Paris–BNF Arabic 1 and the mass production of Arabic de-
luxe Bibles in early Ottoman Cairo”, in: Patronage and the Sacred Book, E. Alfonso and J. 
Decter, eds., Turnhout: Brepols, 2012. 

21  There are multiple colophons on fols. 96v, 107r, 122v, 135v, 321r and 345v ranging from 
Ramaḍān 992 to Muḥarram 993 A.H. For details see Troupeau, Gérard, Catalogue des manu-
scrits arabes: Première Partie: Manuscrits Chrétiens Nos. 1–6933, Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale 
1972, 11. 

22  Graf, Georg, Geschichte der christlichen arabischen Literatur, Città del Vaticano: Biblioteca A-
postolica Vaticana 1944 (= GCAL I), 116–119. 

23  GCAL I, 131–133; Löfgren, Oscar, Studien zu den arabischen Danielübersetzungen, mit besonde-
rer Berücksichtigung der christlichen Texte; nebst einem Beitrag zur Kritik des Peschittatextes, Uppsa-
la: Almqvist & Wiksell 1936; Vaccari, Alberto, “Le Versioni Arabe Dei Profeti”, Biblica 2 
(1921), 401–23. 
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Saadiah’s tafsīr is preceded by a preface (fols. 1v–3r) by an anonymous author.24 
He states (fol. 1v): 

“As I perused the translation of the learned Rabbanite Saʿīd al-Fayyūmī, I satisfied myself 
on account of his style that he is the most preferable of all translators and most eloquent 
interpreter among the people of his confession. […] Thus I copied his version in what 
follows this preface and intended to transcribe it accurately. For this purpose, I sum-
moned to my aid a notable Jew, whose name is given at the end of this copy. He memo-
rised the text and recalled its words with great sagacity. Further, he was well versed in the 
study of the expressions, its pronunciation [lit. its recitation; Arab. tilāwa] and everything 
related to the interpretation of its meaning.”  

Thereupon he enters a long examination of Saadiah’s translation features which 
had been altered or were lost in the Coptic transmission. In order to reinstall 
them, he introduced a system of rubricated marks which may with some justifica-
tion be called a proper critical apparatus. First, Saadiah’s interpretative additions 
were reintroduced with the help of his Jewish informant and marked by the letter 
zāʾ (i.e. ziyādah). The letter ʿayn designates correction by collation with the Hebrew 
(i.e. ʿibrānī), whereas a khā (i.e. nusakh ukhrā) refers to the readings in the Coptic 
adaptations of the tafsīr. The variants are usually found copied between the lines.  

The influence of Saadiah’s translation, therefore, is tangible from the very 
emergence of Arabic translations in the Coptic Church. It was bestowed a semi-
canonical status and, what is more, the liturgical divisions according to Coptic 
tradition might indicate that it in fact was employed in liturgy. The importance of 
the tafsīr is underlined by a conservative approach towards it, which is exhibited 
in the text-critically emended text type found in MS. Paris BNF Ar. 1.  

 
 

                                                                                          
24  His approach recalls in many respects that of al-Asʿad Abū al-Faraj Hibatallāh Ibn al-

ʿAssāl, who flourished around 1230–60. He accomplished a critical edition of the Arabic 
Gospels in use among the Copts. The whole enterprise was prompted by the wish to estab-
lish a linguistically improved and textually reliable version. Similarly, the variant readings 
that he retrieved from a collation with Greek and Syriac translation traditions were noted 
on the margins of the previous Arabic Gospel text, cf. Abullif, Wadi, “La Traduction des 
Quatre Evangiles d’al-Asʿad Ibn al-ʿAssāl (XIIIe Siècle)”, Studia Orientalia Christiana 24 
(1991), 216–24; idem, “al-Asʿad Ibn al-ʿAssal, Introduzioni alla Traduzione dei Quattro 
Vangeli”, Studia Orientalia Christiana 34 (2006); Graf, Georg, “Die koptische Gelehrtenfami-
lie der Aulād al-ʿAssāl und ihr Schriftum”, Orientalia 1 (1932), 34–56, 129–48, 93–204; 
Macdonald, Duncan B., “Ibn al-ʿAssāl’s Arabic Version of the Gospels”, in: Homenaje á D. 
Francisco Codera en su Julibilación del Profesorado, Eduardo Saavedra, ed., Zaragoza: M. Es-
cart 1904, 375–392; Samir, Samir Khalil, “La Version Arabe des Evangiles d’al-Asʿad Ibn al-
ʿAssāl. Etude des Manuscrits et Spécimens”, in: Actes du 4e Congrès International d'études Ara-
bes Chrétiennes (Cambridge, Septembre 1992), Samir Khalil Samir, ed., Kaslik: Université 
Saint-Esprit 1994, 441–551. Whether the anonymous author is in any way affiliated to al-
Asʿad Abū al-Faraj Hibatāllah Ibn al-ʿAssāl, an obvious assumption in light of the similar-
ity of the enterprises, requires further research.  
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3 Savary de Brèves’ effort for a printed Arabic Bible 

In 1606 a new protagonist was about to enter the stage: François Savary de 
Brèves, who served as ambassador of France to the Sublime Porte during the years 
1591–1604.25 He had arrived in Istanbul with his uncle and predecessor in office, 
Jacques de Savary-Lancosme, in 1584 and is well known to have skilfully achieved 
the famous peace treaty between King Henry IV and Sultan Ahmed I. What is 
more, the effective diplomat was one of the outstanding Arabic and Turkish 
scholars of his time, thanks to a twenty-year residency in the East nearly unsur-
passed in the Europe of his time.  

Upon the cessation of his diplomatic service in Istanbul, however, Savary de 
Brèves set out on a journey throughout the Levant, Egypt and North Africa.26 Its 
purpose, at royal behest, was to inspect the condition of the Christians living in 
the Ottoman Empire. In the course of the journey, the diplomat visited Lebanon, 
Jerusalem and Egypt, among many other places. He met the Maronite patriarch 
Joseph al-Rizzī at the Monastery of Qannūbīn27 and was welcomed by Mark V, 
Pope of Alexandria, in Cairo.28 The journey would determine his future aspira-
tions in many respects: grieved by the inferior social and cultural status of Chris-

                                                                                          
25  This chapter is much indebted to Duverdier, Gerald, “Les Caractères de Savary de Brèves, 

Les Débuts de la Typographie Orientale et la Présence Francaise au Levant au 17e Siècle”, 
in: L'art du Livre à L'Imprimerie Nationale, Paris: Impr. Nationale 1973; idem, “Les Impres-
sions Orientales en Europe et le Liban”, in: Exposition: le Livre et le Liban jusqu'à 1900, Ca-
mille Aboussouan, ed., Paris: Unesco 1982, 157–73; Lelong, Jacques, Discours Historique sur 
les Principales Editions des Bibles Polyglottes, Paris: Pralard 1713. 

26  His journey is well documented. The itinerary of the captain, François Arnaud, is pre-
served in MS. Paris BNF fr. 19896. His secretaries, Jehan Vuiot de Baron and Jacques du 
Castel, both left descriptions of the travel. However, only du Castel’s was later published 
in the name of François Savary de Brèves (Relation Des Voyages De M. De Brèves, Tant en Gre-
ce, Terre-Saincte, et Ægypte, qu'aux Royaumes de Tunis & Arger. Ensemble un Traicte Faict l’an 
1604, entre le Roy Henry le Grand & l’empereur des Turcs et Trois Discours du dit Sieur. Le tout Re-
cueilly par le S[Ieur] D[u] C[astel], Paris: N. Gasse 1628). In addition, the diplomat refers to 
it in a number of letters. 

27  His sojourn in Qannobin is described in his Relation des Voyages, 45. He met not only the 
Patriarch but also George Amira, who had published a Grammatica Syriaca at the press of 
Giaccobo Luna, Rome, in 1596 and Sarkīs al-Rizzī, brother of the Patriarch and later 
bishop of Damascus. Sarkīs was associated with the printing of the famous Quzhaya Psal-
ter in 1610 and later headed the committee in charge of producing an Arabic Bible at the 
Congregatio de Propaganda Fide in Rome.  

28  Cairo and the negotiations with the Coptic Pope Mark V were at the core of the entire en-
terprise. He abided with him from September 1605 to March 1606. However, they are re-
ferred to only briefly in his Relation des Voyages. In a letter to Cardinal du Perron he sta-
tes: “Je me résous d’avoir vu le Grand Caire pour avoir eu l’occasion de procurer l’union de la nation 
Cofte à la croire de l’église romaine. J’en ay eu de bonnes arres et pense avoir avancé beaucoup en ce 
sujet. Le Patriarche de ceste nation écrit à sa Sainteté et au Roy avec promesses de vivre d’ici en avant 
l’obéissance d’icelle.” (MS. Paris BNF fr. Dupuy 194, fol. 180). The confession of faith was 
sent to the Roman authorities by way of the French consul Gabriel Fernoulx. It furnishes 
important additional details of de Brèves’ sojourn, cf. Cattan, Basilio, “La Chiesa Copta 
nel Secolo XVII: Documenti Inediti”, Bessarione 34 (1918), 133–61. 


